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Award-winning Aquapella return to the Fringe with another
sensational collection of songs

After competing in the national final at this year’s university ICCA competition,
and winning awards for Outstanding Soloists, and winning the sem-final,
Aquapella, the University of Bath’s a cappella group, cannot wait to bring its
fresh and exciting performance back to the Fringe. Widely known and loved in
their own city, they are looking forward to bringing everything they have to
offer to Edinburgh, with a repertoire including upbeat pieces, moving pieces,
comedic pieces, and everything in-between.

Under the leadership of their joint musical directors, all music performed by the
group is arranged by its own members – this is just one of the ways in which they
ensure true uniqueness and character. Their songs aim to capture the attention
of all audience members, regardless of age or musical taste, including covers of a
huge number of artists; from the 1975 to John Legend, and Justin Timberlake to
Prince.

Aquapella is a group that prides itself on stage chemistry: it is their belief that
there is strength in both cohesion and numbers, and this is what makes their
larger than average group one of the most enjoyable and unique to watch. They
arrange music together, they rehearse together, some of them even live
together, and they pride themselves on the incredible relationship they share as a
group.

The group performs at a large number of concerts and events throughout the
year, both within the university calendar, including singing at the University of
Bath Summer Ball, and outside of it at private functions and busking, and works
towards its Fringe show throughout the year. Aquapella has had its most exciting
year yet, including competition success and the release of their debut music
video, and they cannot wait to share everything they have to offer with
audiences at the Fringe.
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Aquapella

Aquapella: Happy Hour
by Alex Yelland and Erin McCullough
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ten word blurb

twenty word blurb

fringe programme 40-word blurb

What do you do when your karaoke machine breaks on the busiest night of
the week? Hire an a cappella group of course! The ICCA finalists and UK
champions Aquapella return for an unforgettable Happy Hour!

fringe web blurb

What does Happy Hour mean to you? To us it only means one thing:
karaoke! But there's been a catastrophe, the karaoke machine is broken! But
don't worry, Aquapella is here to save the day, fresh from competing at the
world finals of the ICCAs in New York. Gaining an international award for
Outstanding Choreography and also a national Outstanding Soloist award,
Aquapella return to the Fringe and rise to the challenge to entertain the
young, the old, and everyone in-between. ‘Slick, brilliant and perfect pitch’
(Derek Awards). A show not to be missed!
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